Corporate overview

Focused on improving productivity and
outcomes through actionable analytics
HealthLevel Inc., founded in
2010, is focused on improving
productivity and outcomes.
Foundations™ is our lagship
product, available for customers
in speciic subject matter
areas to provide analytics
and empower data driven
management. Utilizing
cloud based tools, hospital
administrators and physicians
can easily monitor and manage
clinical, inancial and operational
performance, in real-time.
We level the playing ield so that
every team member, can use
data in a secure and meaningful
manner, increasing physician
engagement, management
eiciency, and clinical outcomes.
Our customers claim that
Foundations is the most intuitive,
easy to use solution on the
market, a source of truth for all
of their data.
Our team at HealthLevel has
multiple decades of experience
in healthcare, informatics,
innovation and disciplined
software engineering.

The Problem
Business leaders within healthcare facilities are often asked to make important
decisions based on incomplete, often diicult-to-interpret and stale data. Although
healthcare facilities house large amounts of valuable information, it remains a
diicult task to bring together data in a way that is easy to interpret and is actionable.
The data generated within each department or organization remains in disparate
systems that do not communicate with one another, leading to data silos. Adding
to this complexity, information and reports obtained do not help identify actionable
information, causing frustration due to time and resource constraints.

• Do more with less—
more patients, systems,
codes, regulations, with
less money, time and
resources.
• Ever increasing
information complexity.
• Business expectations
continually changing.

• Leadership has to
answer new questions.
• Everyone needs
relevant information.
• IT is stretched—needs
better tools and
resources.

• Frustrated users,
managers and IT staf.
• Lack of clarity leads
to ineiciency and
inaction.
• Increased risk to
patient care and
performance.

our SoluTion
FoundaTionS™ From healThlevel
Foundations combines disparate data sources to provide exponential metrics from
which to obtain near real-time and historical trends that allow discovery of actionable
information. It is a source of truth that that enables users to improve productuctivity
and outcomes through easy to visualize charts with drill down data, so that each
department, and its staf can measure personal and organizational operations,
clinical quality initiatives and so much more.
Foundations provides:
• Clinical, inancial and operational data—correlated for meaningful insight.
• Interactive discovery, in your business language—intuitive and extremely
user friendly.
• Real-time and multi-year data analytics—the complete picture—from multiple
data sources.
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